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Company Overview: 
In operation since 2002, Sayfa Group employs more than 
120 employees in providing workplace fall-protection 
solutions for businesses.

Challenge: 
Workplace safety provider Sayfa Group had a lot to be 
excited about: the company was growing quickly and its 
fall-protections solutions were expanding into new markets. 
As a provider of workplace safety solutions, it was important 
for the company to maintain a strong reputation for internal 
employee health and safety.

But the organization was fast outgrowing its traditional 
paper-based EHS system. Executives and employees 
needed something they could more easily access and 
update from the field. To improve efficiencies and 
meet increasingly complex workplace safety reporting 
requirements, the company sought to transition to a cloud-
based reporting system, where all of its workplace safety 
data could be easily stored, maintained and reported in 
one centralized system.

Sayfa Group partnered with HSI to manage their EHS 
requirements. Sayfa’s leadership says the move has 
and continues to produce lasting returns for its growing 
business.

Sayfa Group & HSI improve workplace 
safety reporting by 300%
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Solution: 
Sayfa’s leadership team had a solid handle on how they 
wanted to manage internal workplace safety requirements. 
In working with HSI, executives sought a partner that could 
tailor a system to meet their specific needs.

A major focus in the transition from outdated paper-
based safety records to the cloud was the integration of a 
centralized data management solution for more efficient 
safety reporting.

Another focus was the need for employees to conduct safety 
reporting on their smartphones, directly from the field.

Sayfa’s team says it was impressed by HSI’s broad range of 
available features, including its ability to convert conutless 
paper-based safety forms and spreadsheets into one 
centralized platform.

Case Study: EHS System

Why It Matters

Replace outdated paper-
based system

300% increase in incident 
reporting

Mobile technology enables 
on-site reporting

“Our partnership with HSI helps our managers easily keep on 
top of safety using their mobile devices and it’s so easy to use 
we have seen a three-fold increase in reported events.” 
-Head of Operations – Sayfa Group 

Results: 
In addition to driving efficiencies across the business and reducing the amount of time 
it takes to comply with safety requirements, Sayfa says the technology has been widely 
embraced by its employees, increasing workplace safety reporting by more than 300%.

“Our partnership with HSI helps our managers easily keep on top of safety using their mobile 
devices,” said the company’s head of operations, adding, “It’s so easy to use we have seen a 
three-fold increase in reported events.” 
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About HSI
HSI is your single-source partner for EHS, Compliance, and Professional Development solutions.  
HSI provides integrated e-learning content, training solutions, and cloud-based software designed to 
enable your business to improve safety, operations, and employee development. Across all industries, 
HSI helps safety managers, and technical employees, human resources, first responders, and operational 
leaders train and develop their workforce, keep workers safe, and meet regulatory and operational 
compliance requirements. HSI’s focus is on training, software, and services for safety and compliance, 
workforce development, industrial skills, and emergency care. HSI is a unique partner that offers a suite 
of cloud-based software solutions including learning management, safety management, chemical SDS 
management, and more, integrated with content and training so businesses can not only monitor and 
manage multiple workflows in one system, but train employees via one partner. 

For more information, visit hsi.com
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